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CHAPTER 4. CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUOUS LINEAR 
MAPPINGS BETWEEN THE SPACES Sx,&, TX,&, Sy,g AND Ty, I 
Let 9? be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space Y. 
As before d is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space 
X. In this chapter we shall derive conditions implying the continuity of linear 
mappings SX,PSY,I, SX,J-+TY,I, Tx,PTY,B, TX /SY,B. 
Further we investigate which linear operators, defined on a subset of X, can 
be continuously extended to operators on TX,& The next theorem is an 
immediate consequence of the fact that Sx,& is bornological. Cf. Theorem 
1.11. For completeness we give an ad hoc proof. 
THEOREM 4.1. A linear map 52 :Sx,& -+ V, where V is an arbitrary locally 
convex topological vector space, is continuous 
I. iff for each t >O the map 2?e-‘d:X+ V is continuous; 
II. iff for each null sequence {u,} c Sx,&, u,-+O in Sx,&, the sequence { C?u,,> 
is a null sequence in V. 
PROOF. I. -) e-‘& is an isomorphism from X to X,. By the definition of 
the inductive limit, X, is continuously injected in Sx,+ So if 9 is continuous 
it follows that 9e-‘& is continuous. 
=) Let & denote the restriction of 22 to X,. From the continuity of 9e-‘& 
on X follows the continuity of 9, on X,. Now let 0 3 0 be open in V. For each 
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t > 0, 2?- ‘(0) nX, = 22; ‘(a) is an open 0-neighbourhood in X,. Thus 9- ‘($2) is 
open in Sx,&. 
II. Follows from I because null sequences in S are always null sequences in 
some X,, t > 0, and vice versa. 0 
In the next theorem we characterize continuous linear mappings from Sx,& 
to SY,8. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose 9:Sx,&-+Sy,a is a linear mapping. The following 
seven conditions are equivalent. 
I. 9 is continuous with respect to the strong topologies of Sx,& and Sy,a. 
II. u,-+O, strongly in Sx,&, implies .P%,+O, strongly in Sy,I. 
III. For each a>0 the operator PePd is a bounded linear operator from X 
into Y. 
IV. For each a > 0 and each w E [B the operator w(g) ye- ad is a bounded 
linear operator from X into Y. 
V. For each t >O there exists p>O such that ye- ‘“p(X)Ce-bs(Y) and 
ePa&- td is a bounded linear operator from X into Y. 
VI. There exists a dense linear subspace ZC Y such that for each fixed y E E 
the linear functional L%$f) = (PA y)v is continuous on Sx,& 
VII. For each t > 0 (ye- td)* is a bounded linear operator from Y to X. 
(Remark: One has (ye-‘&)*(Y)cSx,&. 
PROOF. 18 II. See Theorem 4.1. 
II* III. If {xn} is a null sequence in X then for any a> 0 {eeadxn} is a null 
sequence in Sx,,. By II { Pe-?xn} is a null sequence in Sy,B and hence in Y. 
III*IV. The operator w(g)Pe- ad is closed and defined on the whole of 
X. Therefore it is bounded. 
IV*V. Let U denote the unit ball in X. Because of IV the set 9e-“&(U) is 
bounded in Sy,$. Now apply Theorem 1.6. 
III *VI. We can take 3 = Y. Take y E Y fixed. For each x E X and each t > 0 
we have 
Together with Theorem 4.1 the result follows. 
VI * VII. According to Riess’ theorem for each y E % and each t > 0 there 
exists ft E X such that for each h E X 
(*) L9,(eetdh) = (ye-‘&h, y),,= (h, ft)*. 
Replacing h by e -‘“x, x EX, we observe that f,, T = e-‘“bf, so that ft E Sx,+ 
From (*) we obtain ft = (ye-‘“‘) *y. So 9(( ye-‘“) *) >E which is dense in Y. 
Since Peer& is defined on the whole X the operator (PePtd)* is defined on the 
whole Y and bounded. Repeating the argument with arbitrary y EX shows 
(9eetd)*yc Sx,,. 
VII * III. .Pe-‘” is bounded because ( 9eCtd)* is bounded. 
V*II. Trivial. q 
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The next corollary is important for applications. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose 9 is a densely defined closable operator: X-+ Y. If 
.woxx,, and 2?(Sx,3~Sy,a, then 2? maps Sx,& continuously into S,, a. 
PROOF. 9 is closable iff Q(Z? *) is dense in Y. Since gee’“‘: X+ Y is defined 
on the whole X, its adjoint (gee’“)* is bounded. The adjoint, however, is 
densely defined since on 9(9*) one has (Z?e-‘“l)*= e-““lg *. Hence (se-‘&)* 
is defined on the whole Y and bounded. From this the boundedness of Z?e-‘& 
follows. Application of Theorem 4.2 III yields the desired result. q 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Z’: Sx,&-+ Ty,I be a linear mapping. The following three 
conditions are equivalent. 
I. Xis continuous with respect to the strong topologies of Sx,& and Ty,l. 
II. For each t>O, a>O, e-‘a~eWa~ is a bounded linear operator from X 
into Y. 
III. For each t>O, e-‘Avis a continuous map from Sx,& into Sy,e. 
PROOF. IaII. Let {xn) be a null-sequence in X. Then (eWadxn> is a null 
sequence in Sx,&. Since 3? is continuous, (ye-““x,} is a null sequence in 
Tu,g, which means that for every t>O {(e-fgZe-ad)x,) is a null sequence in 
Y. Hence e-*g%e-ad is bounded. 
II. +. I. Let {u,} be a null-sequence in Sx,& Then for some a>0 (e”“u,} 
is defined and is a null-sequence in X. But then {%un} = { %ePadea”u,} is a 
null-sequence in Ty, g since for each t >0 
(2?e-“~ea%,)(t) = (e-‘9~e-a~)ea%,-+0 in Y. 
II=,III. Apply Theorem 4.2 with 9= eWtgzK 0 
THEOREM 4.5. Let I? Tx,d-+Sy,g be a linear mapping. Let r,: X-+ Y denote 
the restriction of r to X. The following five conditions are equivalent. 
I. r is continuous with respect to the strong topologies of TX,& and S,,.. 
II. r,*: Y-+X is a bounded operator and T;(Y) C Sx,&. 
III. There exists t > 0 such that r,?(X) Ce-‘&(X) and et&r,* is a bounded 
operator from Y into X. 
IV. There exists t >O such that l-ret& with domain X, c X is bounded as an 
operator from X into Y. 
V. There exists t>O and a continuous linear map 2) : Sx,&--+Sy,e such that 
r= 9e- td. 
PROOF. I=II. From the continuity of r it immediately follows that I-, is 
continuous. Its adjoint r,?, defined by (x, T’y)x= (T,x, y)v for all XE X, y E Y, 
is a bounded operator as well. Now consider the dual operator r’: Ty,d-+Sx,d 
defined by 
(F, PGjx= (rF, G) y for all FE TX.&. 
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For fixed G E Ty, B the right-hand side defines a continuous linear functional 
on TX,&. r: is a restriction of r” and therefore maps Y into the set Sx,&CX. 
II=+III. For each ly E 5 the operator t,&@T:: Y+X is bounded and 
y/(.@T,?( Y) C Sx,& Similar to the method employed in Theorem 4.2 the result 
follows. 
III * IV. e8”r,* has a bounded adjoint (eBdr,?) * but (eP”Pr,) * > T,ePd with 
domain X,+C X. 
IV=+V. Take 9 = (eBdrF)*. For each a>0 9ePad is the extension of 
T,e(p-a)d which is bounded. So 9 satisfies condition III of Theorem 4.2. We 
have r= 9ee8&. 
V* I. If r= 9e-‘” the mapping r is obviously continuous. cl 
THEOREM 4.6. Let @ : Tx,M+ Ty,g be a linear mapping. Let Qr: X-, Ty,$ 
denote the restriction of @ to X. The foll0wing six conditions are equivalent. 
I. @ is continuous with respect to the strong topologies of TX+, and Ty,g. 
II. For each gc Sy,I the expression (g, @Fjv, FE TX,&, is a continuous 
linear functional on TX,&. 
III. For each t>O the operator e -t’@ is a continuous map from TX,& into 
s . 
IV. Fiigeach t>O (e-“Qr)*(Y)CSx &. 
V. For each t>O there exists /l>O’ such that (e-‘%,)*( Y)Ce-D&(X) and 
eb&(e- “@,) * is a bounded operator from Y into X. 
VI. For each t > 0 there exists p > 0 such that e- t %Drepd = e- t’@ead on the 
domain X,CX is bounded as an operator from X into Y. 
PROOF. I * II. Trivial. 
I*III. Trivial, because e-‘“: Ty,I+Sy,I is continuous. 
III-IV. Theorem 4.5, condition II. 
IV*V. Apply Theorem 4.5 to em’%,. 
V *VI. The adjoint of the bounded operator e8-“l(e-‘%,)* is an extension 
of (e-‘“@,)ePd. Th erefore the latter is bounded. 
VI =) I. Let {F,} be a null-sequence in TX,+ Then for each t > 0 there exists 
/?>O such that we can write (@F,)(t) = e-“@,eB-?F&?). This converges to zero 
as n-oo because of the boundedness of e-‘%D,.epd. 
II*V. (g, @F), has the representation (f, F)x, see Theorem 3.2.IV, here 
f = @‘g E Sx,+ Taking F= u E Sx,& we observe that (u, @‘g)x= (u, @‘gjx= 
= (@u,g), is, as a function of g, a continuous linear functional on Sy,I. 
Then with Theorem 4.2.VI it follows that @’ maps Sy,I continuously into 
Sx,d. Then, by Theorem 4.2.V for each t>O there exists p> 0 such that 
ePd@fe-ta is a bounded operator. But e8”9~‘e-f~=eeP~(e-tl~r)* because for 
all XEX, YE Y 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let the linear mappings 
~:sx,d-+sY,I Q, : Tx,K+ TY, B 
r: TX,,-Y,, z Sx,/ TY, I 
be continuous with respect to the strong topologies on the mentioned spaces. 
Then the dual linear mappings 
9’: TY,I--x,d @‘: sY,I+sx,sp 
r’ : TY,I--x,~~ G-P: SY, K-+ Tx,s 
are also continuous with respect to the strong topologies. 
PROOF. Compare Theorem 4.2.V with Theorem 4.6.VI. Compare Theorem 
4.5.111 with Theorem 4.5.IV. Look at Theorem 4.4.11. 0 
The interesting question arises which densely defined (possibly unbounded) 
operators from X into Y can be extended to a continuous mapping from TX,& 
into Ty, g. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G be a linear map X> Q(6)-+ Y with 9(E) =X. d can be 
extended to a continuous linear map 2: TX,&-+ Ty,I iff 6 has a densely defined 
adjoint &*: Y> .Q(&*)>Sy,I+X with 6*(Sy,I)CSx,d. 
PROOF. *) If 2 exists as a continuous map, its dual operator 5’ maps Sy,$ 
into Sx,+ For each XE 9(&) and g E Sy, 1 one has 
(g, cwy=(g, 8x)y= G’g,x)x=@‘s,.&. 
It follows that 6 *I?’ and 6 *(Sy, & C Sx,& 
c) From Corollary 4.3 it follows that d * maps Sy,I continuously into 
Sx,& Then by Theorem 4.7 the dual (& *)’ maps TX,& continuously into Ty,9. 
However, (8 *)’ is an extension of 8. q 
COROLLARY 4.9. A continuous linear map 9 : Sx,d+Sy,g can be extended to - 
a continuous linear map 2 : Tx,d -+ Ty,g iff 9 has a Hilbert space adjoint 2? * 
with %Q?2 *) > Sy, I and 9 *(SY, .d c SX,&. 
CHAPTER 5. TOPOLOGICAL TENSOR PRODUCTS OF SPACES OF 
TYPE SX,A TX,& 
For two separable Hilbert spaces X and Y we consider the complex vector 
space consisting of all Hilbert-Smidt operators Z from X into Y. We shall 
denote this vector space by X@ Y. For any Z E X@ Y and any orthonormal basis 
{ei} CX we have 
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Thedoublenorm )(1-111 d oes not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis 
(eJ. We introduce an inner product in XQ Y by 
Endowed with this inner product X@ Yis a Hilbert space. See [RS] Ch. VIII. 10. 
Examples of elements in X@ Y are <OS, c EX, q E Y, defined by (c@q)f= 
= cf, &q, for all f E X, and finite linear combinations of these: 
i (rj@qj) with ljeX, qje Y. 
j=l 
The linear subspace of X@ Y which consists of all HS operators of the type just 
mentioned will be denoted by X@,Y, i.e. the (sesquilinear) algebraic tensor 
product of X and Y. X@ Y may be regarded as the completion of X@, Y with 
respect to the double norm III-II). Th ere f ore X@ Y is called the completed 
(sesquilinear) topological tensor product of X and Y. For later reference we 
mention the following properties taken from [RS] Ch. VIII. 
PROPERTIES 5.1. 
(4 V% r E x VYs z7 E y (r 0 4% XQYh@ y = (4 0x(% Y) y. 
(b) VAEC IqEX V'rE Y n(rQrl)=(15y)Q~=rQ(nr). 
Thus the canonical mapping XX Y+XQ Y, defined by [x; y] +x@y is anti- 
linear in x and linear in y. 
(4 VZEXQY VXEX VyE Y (z,xQy)~~y=(zx,y)y. 
Let &respectively f denote bounded linear operators on X, respectively Y 
into themselves. A?@$ denotes the linear mapping of XQ Y into itself 
defined by (ri”of) (x@y) = (&Q@(~y) and linear extension, followed by 
continuous extension. 
(d) The uniform operator norms of Z & and x@g are related by 11 x@&ll= 
= II 4 IIA * 
W vz E XQ Y (A?Qg)z =$ZX *. 
(f) z and % injective a&!@& is injective. 
The theory of closable tensor products of unbounded closable operators and 
the description of their properties in terms of corresponding properties of their 
factors presents greater difficulties. Only rather recently significant results have 
been attained [T]. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let d with domain 9@‘) be a densely defined closed linear 
operator in X. Let 9I with domain 9?(g) be the same in Y. On B(Sa)@, .9( ~7) c 
CXQ Y we introduce the operator ~4@& y@,g by 
b@,~+ m.mxQY) = cQwQY +xO(fJy) 
and linear extension. This extension is well defined and closable, [RS] p. 2%. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let &respectively .?% be self-adjoint operators in X respectively Y. 
I. &,A-JQ,?~? is essentially selfadjoint in XQY. We denote the unique 
self-adjoint extension by &‘Q9+ YQ 2? or, briefly, &VI 9. 
II. dr0 and %?zO implies dEI9’rO. 
PROOF. As in [W] section 8.5. 
THEOREM 5.4. On X@ Y we have for tz 0 
e-t(dEl~)=e-‘” Qe-‘“. 
PROOF. As in [W] section 8.5. 
Applying the results of the preceding chapters we can introduce the spaces 
SXQY,.&m Txoy,aB and, by taking a=0 or .B=O, the spaces Sx8y,Bs, 
TXQY,SOB, etc. 
DEFINITION 5.5. The canonical sesquilinear map @ : Sx,&x SY,I+SXQY,d14 I
is defined by [u; D]+u@D. Here the symbol 0 is the same as in Properties 5.1. 
This definition is consistent because for u E Sx,, v E Sy,a there exist x E X, 
y E Y and t > 0 such that u = e- ‘“x, v = e- ‘“y. Further, 
2400 = (e-‘&Be-‘“)(x@y) = (e-‘““x)@(e-‘ey), 
so that u@vES~~~,~~~. 
THEOREM 5.6. Sxoy,d[41 is a complete topological tensor product of Sx,& 
and Sy,a By this we mean: 
I. Sxoy,d~l is complete. 
II. The canonical sesquilinear map @ :Sx,~xSy,I-*Sxoy,~ip[fll is con- 
tinuous. 
III. The span of the image of 0, i.e. the algebraic tensor product Sx,&a 
Sy,B, is dense in S~~~,~me. 
PROOF. I. The completeness follows from Theorem 1.11. 
II. It is enough to check the continuity of 0 at [O; 01. Let 2% be a convex 
open neighbourhood of 0 in Sxoy,&mll. Then for each t>O, ‘$8fI(X@ Y), is 
an open 0-neighbourhood in (X@ Y), and it contains an open ball centered at 
0 and radius r,, O< rt< 1, In X, respectively Y, we introduce open balls 211t 
respectively ‘2$, centered at 0 and with radius both rt. Let 
‘%I= ,y, ZlltcSX,& and B= U ?$cS~,~. t>o 
Then @ maps 8x23 in 2B since 
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whenever x E !2I, y E 8. Let $8 respectively @ denote the convex hulls of ti respec- 
tively $3. Then @ maps $ix@ in !IR The set $I is convex and ‘$IflX, contains 
an open neighbourhood in X,. From Theorem 1.4.11 it follows that ‘& contains 
an open set U,, . 
Similarly @ contains an open set Bz,8. We conclude that @ maps U,, x Bx,d 
into !ZB. 
III. For each t>O, X,@,Y, is dense in (X8 Y),. From this the desired 
result follows. Cl 
REMARK. Our strong topology on Sx8v,dmg is, generally speaking, not the 
projective tensor product topology. Cf. [SCH] p. 93. Therefore the universal 
factorization property for continuous sesquilinear maps on this space does not 
hold in general. 
DEFINITION 5.7. The canonical sesquilinear map @ : Tx,s x Ty, 1 + Txoy,dB d, 
[F; G] -+F@ G, is defined by (FOG)(t) = F(t)OG(t). 
Here @ is the same as in Properties 5.1. The definition is consistent because 
(F@ G)(t + t) = e-5dF(t)@e-5aG(t) = 
= (e-‘“l@e-*“)F(t)@G(t) = (e-‘“Be-*“)(F@G)(t). 
THEOREM 5.8. Txoy,d148 is a complete topological tensor product of TX,& 
and Ty,g. By this we mean: 
I. TxBy,dmg is complete. 
II. The canonical sesquilinear map @ : Tx,&x Ty,8+ Txoy,al is con- 
tinuous. 
III. The span of he image of 0, i.e. the algebraic tensor product TX,&@= 
TY,$, is dense in Txgy,mg. 
PROOF. I. The completeness follows from Theorem 2.5. 
II. For each t>O we have IIF(t)@G(t)IlxaY= /~F(t)~~xl~G(t)~~Y. From this 
the continuity at [O;O] follows. 
III. X@,Y is dense in X@ Y which is dense in TxBy,ad. 0 
Now mixed sesquilinear topological tensor products of type Sx,& Ty,g, 
Tx,d@Sy,g will be considered. The notation of [ETh], Ch. II, will be used. 
DEFINITION 5.9 We introduce the following linear subspace of TxBu,yBg: 
T(SX~Y,~~,,B~W={Q,~ Tx~Y,.FB&'-~ WkSx~y,x&~ 
In this space we take the topology generated by the semi-norms 
et,W(@)= ll(y/(~)O~)@(t)Ilx@Y~ t>o, WE 5, * 
DEFINITION 5. lo. The canonical sesquilinear map 
0 :SX,.GTY,C’TXOY,JOI 
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is defined by 
j-@G:t-f@G(t). 
(It is clear that Vt>O f@G(t)ESXOy,dgp) 
THEOREM 5.11. T(Sxgy,dgs, Y@ %) is a complete topological tensorproduct 
of Sx,d and TY,+ By this I mean 
I. T(SxoY,do4, Y@ 9l) is complete. 
II. The canonical sesquilinear mapping 
0 :Sx,z~x TY,I+WX~Y,~~~CW) 
is continuous. 
111. sx,sOaT~,~ is dense in T(Sxoy,dsgs, Y@ 9J). 
PROOF. I. Let (@,} be a Cauchy net. The a’s belong to a directed set D. 
First take v/ = 1. @, tends to a limit point @ E Txgy,sga because the latter is 
complete. It remains to show that, for each t> 0, Q(t) E Sxgv,~~s. For each 
I,VE lb+ and each t>O, (y/(d)@4)@,= v/(&&Q-D, converges in X@Y. From 
the closedness of t@‘@Y) it follows that @(t)e 9(v/(&@J)). This is true for 
each lye lb+ and therefore by Theorem 1.10, for each t>O, @s(t) E Sxoy,d8P 
II. Let ly~lB+ and let t>O. Then for ftzSx,& and GE Ty,g 
From this inequality the continuity of @ follows. 
III. Since Sxov,d[4d is dense in T(SxBy,dBy, 9@327) and since Sx&Qa 
Sy,I is dense in SxBY,sp[48, the assertion follows. q 
DEFINITION 5.12. We introduce the following linear subspace of Txoy,d8Y: 
T(SX~Y,~~~,~~~)={~;ETXOY,~~PQ/I~>O 4 ~Sx~y,.md 
In this space we take the topology generated by the semi-norms 
q,,W= IIVC3dBW”(t)llxcgy~ t=-o, v, E B+. 
DEFINITION 5.13. The canonical sesquilinear map 
0 : Tx,.GSY,I-'TX~Y,~CW 
is defined by 
Fog: t-+F(t)@g. 
(It is clear that Vt>O F(t)@gESxOY,Y8g.) 
The proof of the following theorem runs the same as the proof of Theorem 
5.11. 
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THEOREM 5.14. T(sx~y,yBs, JY@ Y) is a complete topological tensor product 
of TX,& and SY,e. Hence 
1. T(Sxa~,m.e _ppOY) is complete. 
II. The canonical sesquilinear mapping 
0: Tx,P-Y,O + WX~Y,.NBS, ,opo~9 
is continuous. 
III. Tx,,&aSy,a is dense in T(SxBy,yBg, d&Y). 
Next I introduce a second type of mixed topological tensor product. 
DEFINITION 5.15. We introduce the following linear subspace of Txoy,day: 
WX~,Y,~BJ, -@Q g) = !Jo VQe-‘“Wx~Y,d~.A,). 
Each of the spaces (d@e-‘“)(TxBy,,& can be written as TXB.e-tamdBp 
According to Chapter II they are FrCchet spaces. Their semi-norms are given by 
The space WXBY,~W, .Y@.@) is an inductive limit of the spaces @Be-‘“) 
(TxBy,dBj). For its topology we take the inductive limit topology. On 
WX~Y,~/~.N, YQ g’) x WX~Y,AZLR, Y@ 9) we introduce the pairing 
a @, .2Wg= (Q(E), (YQeEg)3>xoy 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Finally, we define the embedding of 
SVx~~,d~f, 83 9) into WX~Y,Y~~, J@W) 
by 
(emb 3)(t) = (e-‘“‘@Y)K 
THEOREM 5.16. 
I. Tx,d@,,Sy,91 is dense in S(TxBy,dBJ,Y@B). 
II. For each fixed CPPE T(SXB~,~~~,Y@~) the linear functional 
Y* Q ~3, $+a is continuous on S(TxBy,dmI, Y@ CL?). 
III. The embedding described in Definitions 5.15 is continuous. 
PROOF. I. Sx,J3aSy,fa is dense in SxBy,ad, which is dense in 
S(TX~~Y,.~~~A -@I3 -fJ!)- 
II. It is sufficient to prove the continuity for restrictions to each space 
(Y@e-fB)(TXBy,dgJ). We have 
4 @, Fsg= ((YQe-‘“)@, (3%9e’“)Y>xBy. 
From this the continuity follows. 
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III. Let DO. Let WEB,. Let a> 0 be fixed. Then for WE Txgv,IBX 
IlWfdOv4~N emb VC3e-““BWlIx~y~ ll@WGW”“ll IIWOIIX~Y. 
So emb 0 (Y@e-““) is continuous from Tx~y,d~j into T(Sx~v,.,m~, d@Y). 
From this the continuity of emb follows. El 
DEFINITION 5.17. Similar to Definition 5.15 we introduce the space 
WxQy,j~19 -@JV = ,&J.J W’dO~)(TX~Y,y~.d 
with the appropriate inductive limit topology. 
On WXQY,~Q~, &-f) x S(TXQY,~~~~ &3X) we introduce the pairing 
e 9, Y %d= ( Y(e), (e”“@Y)Y)X6Y. 
The embedding of S(Tx6y,J81, XI@-@) into T(SxBy,dB,,, 9@g) is defined by 
(emb Y)(t) = (Y@e-‘“)Y. 
Analogous to Theorem 5.16 we have 
THEOREM 5.18. 
I- SX,.AJY,B is dense in S(TxBy,dBf, JQ B). 
II. For each fixed 9’~ T(Sx6y,dg,/,Y@9) the linear functional 
Y-+ 4 3 Y %& is continuous on S(TxBy,d81, J@ 37). 
III. The embedding described in Definition 5.17 is continuous. 
REMARK. For more details on the topological properties of the spaces 
WXQY,~QA J@ W, etc., see Whl. 
CHAPTER 6. KERNELTHEOREMS 
In this final chapter we show that the elements of the completed sesquilinear 
topological tensor products of the preceding chapter can, in a very natural way, 
be interpreted as linear maps of the types we discussed in Chapter 4. We give 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the semi-groups eersd and e-“% which 
ensure that the topological tensor product comprise all continuous linear maps. 
In this case we say that a kernel theorem holds. 
CASE a: Continuous linear maps TX,d-+SY,I. We consider an element 
0 E Sxoy,dB a as a linear operator TX,& -+Sy,d in the following way. Let 
FE TX,,. We define OF by 
(a) OF= e-Ed(eEdOegd)F(&). 
For E > 0 and sufficiently small this definition makes sense and does not depend 
on E. 
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THEOREM 6.1. 
I. For each 0 E SxgY,as the linear operator 0: Tx,d+Sy,g, as defined by 
(a), is continuous. 
II. For each O~Sxg~,~~a, FE TX,&, GE TY,~, 
III. If for each t >0 at least one of the operators e-‘“, e-‘a, is HS, then 
SxoY,dm a comprises all continuous linear operators from TX+. into &,a. 
IV- sxox,.dmcd comprises all continuous linear operators from TX,& into Sx,a 
iff for each t > 0 the operator e- fd is HS. 
PROOF. I. We shall prove that 0 satisfies condition IV of Theorem 4.5. 
Since OEX@ Y we have O,= 0. Since OE Sx8y,dmtrr we have for t suffi- 
ciently small e’“Oe’“EX@ Y. Therefore, @et”‘= e-‘“(e’%e’“) is bounded. 
II. For E sufficiently small eE%esd~X@ Y, therefore by Properties 5.1 .c 
(@F,G),= (e+a( e8%eSd)F(e), G>Y = ((e”%e”&)F(e), G(e))y = 
= (e”“Oe”gdF(e)OG(e))XOy = (O,FOG)X,Y. 
III. Let r: TX,&++, g be continuous. By Theorem 4.5.V there exists t>O 
and continuous 9: Sx,~-+Sy,s such that r= 9?e-‘“8. By Theorem 4.2.V there 
exists p>O such that e8g8qe-3rd is a bounded operator. Put a=+ min (/3,+r), 
then 
=e -aB{e-CB-a)~(eSB~e-~rd)e-(~?-a)~}e-a~ 
The operator between ( ) is bounded. Further the operator between ( > is HS 
since e -U-a)a or e-(b-a)d is HS. 
It follows that’re Sx@v,& I. 
IV. The if-part is a special case of III. For the only-if-part consider the 
special map r= eead: T x,sB+Sx,sB for some cr>O. In order that rrzSxgx,dmd 
it has to be HS. 0 
CASE b: Continuous linear maps Sx,&-+ Ty,o. 
Let A% Tx~Y,~B I. For f E Sx,& we define Yf E Ty,g by 
(b) (Xf)(t) = e-@-&)aX(e)e”~f. 
For any fESx,& and t >O this definition makes sense for E>O sufficiently 
small. Moreover, (Yf)(t) does not depend on E. 
THEOREM 6.2. 
I. For each YE Txoy,&ml the linear operator 2’~ Sx,&-+ Ty, a defined by (b) 
is continuous. 
II. For each .XE TXNY,~B e, f E SX,~, g E SY, a, 
h% Yf) = (fog, J?X@Y. 
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III. If for each t>O at least one of the operators e-‘&, eetB is HS, then 
Txoy,dsl[4g comprises all continuous linear operators from Sx,& into Ty,I. 
IV. Txox,sms~ comprises all continuous linear operators from Sx,d into Tx,d 
iff for each t > 0 the operator e- td is HS. 
PROOF. I. We use condition II of Theorem 4.4. For each t> 0, cw>O, 
e -flye-crd is a bounded operator from X into Y because for E sufficiently 
small 
e -t1 ~e-a~=e-(t-&)~~(e)e-(a-&)~. 
All operators in the last expression are bounded. 
II. For each r>O, y(r) is a HS-map. For E sufficiently small, with 
Properties 5.1 .c 
(g, xf >y = (e”ag, (e-“a3?ePd)(eE~f ))y 
(e?f@e&ag, 8~))~~~ = ((e”~@e”“)CfOg), M$))xoY = (f@g, -OXBY. 
III. Let Y:Sx,d+Ty,g be continuous. According to Theorem 4.4.11 the 
operators eCt’9e-‘& are bounded for each t>O. However, if e-‘” or evtd is 
HS for each t>O, then eCt’9e-‘“l is HS for each t>O and it defines an 
element in Txoy,da B. A simple verification shows that this element repro- 
duces Y by recipe (b). 
IV. The if-part is a special case of III. For the only-if-part consider the 
special map Y= emb = la; Here 9 is the identity map. e-‘““Je-‘.cP= e-2td can be 
considered as an element of Sxoy,~~l iff edtd is HS for all t>O. q 
CASE c: Continuous linear maps: Sx,d+Sy,d. 
Let 9~ T(Sxoy,jog,d@J). For fESX,& we define PfeSy,e by 
(c) Pf = 9(e)e”&f 
YfESY,I since %:(E) E SX~Y,SB~. The definition makes sense for E suffi- 
ciently small and does not depend on the choice of E. 
THEOREM 6.3. 
I. For each PET(S~~~,~~~, &@9) the linear operator 9:Sx,sp-+Sy,I 
defined by (c) is continuous. 
II. For each 9~ T(Sxoy,jaI, d@Y), each f E Sx,&, each GE TY,a, 
III. If for each t>O at least one of the operators e-‘-“, e-‘a is HS, then 
T(Sx,y,sgg, &@9) comprises all continuous linear operators from Sx,d 
into Sy,e. 
IV. Consider the special case X = Yand 9 = d The space T(Sxox,xBd, d@Y) 
comprises all continuous linear operators from Sx,& into itserf iff for each 
t > 0 the operator e- td is HS. 
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PROOF. I. We use condition II of Theorem 4.2. Letf,-tO strongly in Sx,&. 
For some E > 0, eEd*f,+O in X. P(e) E SxBv,J8 fB, therefore there exists 6 > 0 
such that e”P(e) is a bounded operator. But then ed”P$ = (e”P(e))e’gPfn+O 
in Y, which shows that .9’n*0 strongly in Sv 8. 
II. For p and 6 sufficiently small and posikive we have 
~~fQG~~=(~~),(eS”6~)dfOG)>x~y 
= ( I, ebdfQG)xBy = (es”%4p)esSa(e(B-“)gdf)QG(6)) X@Y 
= (e”Y(/l)e 6d CB-“)“Bf,G(6))Y=(~(‘(p)e8~~G)y=(~~G)y. e 
III. Let 9:Sx,a+Sy,a be continuous. According to Theorem 4.2.V for 
each t> 0 there exist b(t) >0 such that eS(f)s9e-‘” is a bounded map from X 
into Y. Now because of the assumption on eead, ewafB, we find that 9e-‘“= 
=e -/3wP(e~(tMqe-‘~ ) is an element of T(Sxay,jgB, &By). It reproduces the 
operator 9 if the recipe (c) is applied. 
IV. The if-part is a special case of III. For the only-if-part consider the 
identity map 9:SX,d+Sx,d. In order that ye-‘” as a function of t is an 
element of T(Sx~x,j~~,~@~) the operator e -W has to be HS for all t> 0. 
0 
CASE d: Continuous linear maps: Tx,pTy,+ 
Let @ E T(Sx,y,dB,, 963 27). For FE TX,& we define @FE Ty,I by 
(4 (@F)(t) = @(t)e’(‘)-%F(e(t)). 
This definition makes sense for t>O and e(t) >0 sufficient@ small (@F)(t) E 
E Sy, d since Q(t) E SxBy,dBP Moreover 
e-‘“(@F)(t) = e-‘“@(t)e”(‘?F(e(t)) = G(t + $e”(‘)JgF(e(t)) = (@F)(t + t). 
THEOREM 6.4. 
I. For each @E T(Sx~y,d~j, JQ 9) the linear operator @: Tx,d-+ Ty,41 
defined by (d) is continuous. 
II. For each @ET(S~~~,~~J,JQ~Y), FE TX,++ gESy,g, 
(g, cDF)~ = -e @, FQg%a. 
III. If for each t>O at least one of the operators e-t”: e-r’ is HS, then 
T(Sxgy,aOx, 9@ 9) comprises all continuous linear operators from TX,+. 
into Ty,8. 
IV. Consider the special case Y = X and 9 = d The space T(Sxax,dBj, Y&d) 
comprises all continuous linear operators from TX,& into itself iff for each 
t > 0 the operator e- td is HS. 
PROOF. I. We use Theorem 4.6.111. For each 00, e-‘a@ESXgY,dBfi 
Then according to case a, e -‘% is a continuous linear map from TX,& into 
SY,.¶. 
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II. For a and 6 sufficiently small and positive 
g~,FFOg~,=(((cl),(~~ea~)(FOg))XOY= 
= (@(a), F@ea3g)XOY = (es%(a)esd, F(6)@e(a-d)‘g)xoy = 
= (es%(a)esdF(d), e (a-d)‘g)y = (@(a)e’-‘!F(d), ea”8g)Y = (g, @Fjy. 
III. Let Y: Tx,d-+Ty,g be continuous. According to Theorem 4.6.VI for 
each t>O there exists P(t)>0 such that e-‘“Y eSCtJd is a densely defined and 
bounded operator from X into Y. If one of thebperators ewad, eea” is HS for 
arbitrary small positive o it follows that e-‘?Pr is HS for t > 0, because 
-t”y~;=e-‘“y~eP(t)~e-B(t)~ 
Here & denotes the extension of YrePCt)& to the whole of X. Since 
e -t”yr re-tt~~~-ttey~eS(ft)~~e-B(tt)~ 
it follows that e-‘“YrESxOY,dB3. Hence e-‘“Yr as a function of t, belongs 
to T(SxBy,daj, y@ g). By recipe (d) the operator Y is reproduced. 
IV. The if-part is a special case of III. For the only-if-part consider the 
identity map A In order that e-‘“, as a function of t, can be considered as an 
element in T(Sx,x,,,,, y@&) the operator e et& should be HS for all t>O. 
q 
REMARK. In [ETh] a kernel theorem for extendible continuous linear 
mappings has been stated and proved. 
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